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Reflections Of A Man is a book designed for both men and women to enhance the quality of their

personal relationships.For the women, it encourages you to recognize the true value of your love, to

reevaluate your standards and to make the decision that you will no longer settle for anything less

than someone who loves you, respects you, and truly makes you happy. For the men, this book will

not only encourage you to learn more about the emotional needs of a woman, but it will provide you

with clear insight into what a woman truly needs from you, emotionally, to be happy. Through

beautiful words of poetry, powerful quotes and advice full of wisdom, Mr. Amari Soul creates a truly

enlightening experience for both men and women with Reflections Of A Man. On one hand, women

gain a new perspective on the true value of their love, raise their standards and refuse to settle. On

the other hand, men become better equipped to, not only understand a womanâ€™s emotional

needs, but they are better able to meet or exceed their new standards as well.
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I've had the pleasure to read this book at 3am and picked it up on my kindle for iPhone and couldn't

stop reading . As a women that has been through so much this book has helped me to have an

understand of so many things and also is a wonderful outline to get over the pain of the past and



start over . This book is a Healing remedy to a broke heart and helps you to start over and devise a

plan and open your heart to love

This is a book for everyone. I have to say if I had this book 13 years ago, it would have changed my

outlook on slot of things. My book came 4 days earlier than what it was supposed too and once I got

it I couldn't put it down. I recommend this book to everyone who has teenage children, woman and

men. It will teach your sons what a woman expects and teaches your daughters what to except

what not to except and why they except what they have been excepting! It was very nice to finally

put into perspective what I had dealt with for so many years and put a voice and name to it, when I

could never express exactly how and what I've been through! Everyone made a big deal outta

thinking like a man act like a lady, if you ask me this book is BETTER than that! Because woman

can never think like a man and act like a lady. What Mr. Soul does is teach us that it's okay to think

like a lady and act like a lady and as a lady why we tolerate what we do and then he goes even

further to have you question yourself why you did. Awesome book

Rare is the author who can pen the lyrics of your hearts song and speak through to your soul. Mr.

Amari Soul has done exactly that. He has captivated an audience of the masses by speaking of love

and relationships. He tells women do not be afraid to love again. But don't settle. Its okay to wait. He

lets the gentlemen know what really is on the mind of women and how to love us they way we need

to be loved. This is hands down the best love and relationship book I have ever had the pleasure of

reading! He even encourages his audience to write their feelings in the book! The difference

between a good writer and a great one is if they genuinely believe what they write. Mr. Amari Soul is

phenomenal! He writes from his soul, he speaks through is spirit. It is genuine to have someone

share their inner most personal thoughts all because he wants to change the world one heart a time.

The words he has written speaks an undisputed truth! I have recommended this book and will

continue to do so to anyone that has been, is currently or will be in a relationship. Definitely a must

read!

The book gave good advice but to me the book seemed to tell me things that I already knew. I liked

how he elegantly spoke in the book but I wish his book would have been deeper. The book will be a

confidence builder and it will be just like talking to a male friend who speaks words of positivity and

encouragement inside of you but to me I would have really appreciated the book more if the writer

went into depth with some of the issues that women face with men that really needs to be



addressed. You will not be sorry you bought the book. If you are looking for a positive to the point

read for hope and encouragement this is your book. But if you are wounded and looking for advice

and scenarios then this is not your book. I probably would not buy this book again but I would

recommend this book to women who have done very light dating that just need to be assured to

stay on the right track and do not accept less than a man's best in the way that he treats her.

This book is what I would call life changing. In a sense that it dives into all of the thoughts, fears and

feelings I have had about love and then explains them in a way that I have never heard. I have

struggled with some of my past love experiences to the point that I have ended 2 engagements,

countless relationships and now I am a single mother of two. I am trying to discern whether or not

my future is full of dinners for one at this point. However I do believe in love and I do believe it just

hasn't found its way to me. With this book, I am stronger in my resolve to never ever settle for

subpar. Love is real and it is out there. I would rather spend a lifetime loving myself than being

miserable with someone who doesn't love me or vice versa. If you are struggling with love whether

it's love for yourself, or love from another this book is a must. Thank you.

I bought two copies of this book for my fiance and I as something we could read together to

hopefully reach a level of better understanding of each other and improve communication, since the

book was described as such. The book has two parts: "For You" and "For Him" and I am very

disappointed women's section. It more applies to a woman selecting a new man and not lowering

your standards. Nothing in this section really applies to long term relationship maintenance or

improvement at all. I was more satisfied with the men's section which actually gave relationship

advice. The overall tone of this book seemed to be directed to young couples, like late teens. A little

immature and not what I was looking for.

This book is amazing! As soon as I received it I began reading it. I found myself an hour in and

almost half way done. It was so hard to put down, and I did because it was so good I didn't want to

finish it in one day. All the things written in this book are hit right on the nail. I learned lessons

mentioned in this book not only with men but with any relationship (even friends). But men

specifically! Although, these lessons were learned by experience with the "wrong man" it was nice to

get clarification to know it was not me who was wrong, but the men. Also, allowing myself to stay in

the situation and relationship until I couldn't bare anymore allowed me to understand my true worth

and never settle for the "wrong man". Thank you, for this book and reassuring all the woman in this



world that its okay to be strong and not lower your self worth or standards for anyone! Truly

inspirational.
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